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The first “FLAT” CASH-IN for CASINOS
The most comprehensive and safest "on line" cash management system.

We design, adapt and install at any table.

&



Dimensions and Weight

400 mm

120 - 140 mm

360 - 470 mm

25 - 80 Kg
Light Box

Tecnical characteristic

Descriptión

This system allows the croupier to take cash for chips bought at the table easily and with 
absolute control over the gaming table. This speeds up the entire cash-taking process and 
provides greater security and control. 

It detects the authenticity of bills instantly thanks to its approved ECB-certi�ed bill checker. 
MoneyGuard EASYDROP: It �ts completely �ush into the gaming table with our patented 
vertical drop system. 

The software allows you to have complete “on line” control over all the cash taken at all the 
tables in a CASINO. The tables can be monitored at all times, with alerts sent to a PDA/smar-
tphone or other device, when the “STAKER” is reaching the established limit set based on 
capacity, making it easy to change the set-up without stopping the table. 

Each Staker has a unique code controlled by 
“RFID”, which allows for monitoring to the 
counting room. Even before opening, the 
Staker in the counting room knows the cash 
they will receive to balance the tables. 

It has “seven programmable buttons”, which 
can be assigned to players (position at the 
gaming table), calls to security, calls to the Bar, 
etc. 

It is the only system on the market that 
accepts, pays, controls and cancels “TiToS” 
(optional, requires integration).

Readers
MEI or JCM
 Stacker capacity:   600/1500
 Denominations:   5 maximum*
 Velocity:    40/min - 180/min
 Card reader    (chip, RFID, 
     magnético)

Accesorios
 RFID Stacker     Display 2x20 double 
     side
 Keypad    10 buttons
     customizable

Sensores
MG electronic
 Cutting sensor   Tilt sensor
 Door sensor

Software
 MG SW ed.47   
 TLS-RSA 2048 bit   Remote updating


